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International Protection of 
Trademarks

• Preliminary Considerations:
–First to Use or First to File

• Only common law countries generally recognize TM
rights based on use and/or that the first to use the
mark has priority – U.S., UK, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand

• Most countries recognize rights based on registration
and the first to file has priority.

• Must register the mark in most countries to have rights
unless the mark is famous or, in some cases, has
developed a reputation (India)
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

• Some marks registrable in the U. S. may not be
registrable or enforceable abroad:
– Colors
– Sounds
– Product configurations
– Two-letter marks
– Geographic terms
– Combinations of numbers
– Slogans
– Service Marks (Caribbean countries)
– Alcohol brands (Islamic countries)
– Cannibas ??
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

•Registering translations or transliterations of
marks, e.g., Katakana in Japan

•U. S. doctrine of foreign equivalents is not
followed in most other countries

•But, if the mark won’t be used in the foreign
language or characters, the registration may
ultimately be vulnerable to cancellation and
unenforceable
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

• Vast majority of countries do not require proof of
use to obtain registration

• However, if the mark is not used within a set period
at any time after registration (generally 3 or 5
years, depending on the jurisdictions), the
registration can be cancelled for non-use by a third
party

• A third party can require proof of use in an
infringement action or an opposition

• Very few countries require formal declarations of
use (Philippines, Mexico & Argentina)
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

Which marks should be protected? 
•House marks – those used across the
applicant’s full range of products and services

• Is it a core product or secondary product? If the
mark is used in all or most key markets?

•Sub-brands, regional brands, limited range of
products or services

•Slogans, non-traditional marks such as product
configurations, color, trade dress – may not be
registrable in many other countries
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International Protection of Trademarks

Other considerations:

• What is the expected life cycle of the product?

• Will the duration of use be limited, for example, an 
advertising slogan or another temporary use?

• What resources will be devoted to promoting the mark?

• How strong is the mark? Will it be widely registrable?

• Does the owner have existing distributors, licensees, 
production facilities, etc.? 
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

•Where to register
• Countries where the mark is in use or will be used

soon
• Countries where the mark will be used within the

next few years
• Countries where defensive filings are advisable
• Consider effect of failure to use.  Can refile if

necessary to avoid non-use vulnerability
• Tiered filing approach
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

• Paris Convention - Priority
–Applications filed in other member countries (178) for the 

same goods/services within six months of the first filing 
will have the benefit of the first filing date for priority 
purposes

–Allows time to see if original (U.S.) application will be 
accepted

–Allows owner to spread out or delay costs of foreign filing
–May allow time to judge whether the product will be 

successful

• Can only claim priority from the first application filed for the 
same mark covering the same goods/services
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

International Clearance
• Searches and opinions by local counsel are ideal but can

become very expensive
• Online vendor subscription databases (SAEGIS or

Corsearch) offer cost effective alternatives for screening, but
not as thorough as local counsel searches

• TMView on EUIPO website - covers approximately 60
databases

• Many countries make their databases available for searching
and many are in English
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

• Cautions:
• Trademark registers not always accurate or easily searchable

• Delay between filings and appearance in the register may be
significant

• May not be possible to search in local alphabets, non-Roman
characters

• Practices vary widely regarding descriptiveness, confusing
similarity, relatedness of goods

• Depending on timing of introduction of product or service,
preliminary screening searches for obvious obstacles can be
undertaken and any refusals/objections or oppositions can be
addressed later
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International Protection of 
Trademarks
• Addressing refusals

– Lack of distinctiveness
• May be able to overcome with showing that mark as been

registered in other jurisdictions
• May be able to demonstrate acquired distinctiveness
• Re-file with a design or logo

– Likelihood of confusion
• Not all jurisdictions examine on “relative” grounds
• May be able to overcome with a showing that mark is

famous or has developed a reputation in the country prior to
the filing of the conflicting application or registration

• Deletion of certain goods/services or subclasses thereof
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

Addressing Refusals contd.
• Consents or prior rights agreements are commonly 
used

• Not all countries accept consents, or will require 
additional evidence of co-existence without confusion 

• Assign back practice – assign application to owner of 
prior cited registration, who agrees to assign the 
registration back to the owner when it issues
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International Protection of 
Trademarks

Multi-national registration regimes

• EUIPO (Europe)

• OAPI (French-speaking Africa)

• ARIPO (English-speaking Africa)

• Andean Pact (not really a multi-country registration,
but provides some reciprocal rights for marks
registered in other member countries)

• Madrid Protocol – International Registration
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International Protection of Trademarks

Understanding the Madrid System
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Dr. Kunz-Hallstein mail@kunz-hallstein.com

What is Madrid

• An international treaty that provides a system for obtaining and
maintaining trademark registration in multiple jurisdictions through a
single office

• Administered centrally by the World Intellectual Property
Organization (WIPO) in Switzerland

• 109 member countries or “contracting organizations” (including the
EU) – covering up to 125 countries or regions

• Must be based on a “basic” application or registration

• Must be filed through the Office of Origin

• Can only designate members of the same treaty or treaties as the
member whose office is the Office of Origin – for the US, this means
only Protocol members
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Dr. Kunz-Hallstein mail@kunz-hallstein.com

What is Madrid

• Available to anyone who…

• Is a national of a contracting state, or a national of a state member 
of a “contracting organization”

• Is domiciled in a contracting party

• Has a real and effective industrial or commercial establishment in 
a contracting party

• Owner and mark must be identical, goods and services must be the 
same or more limited – cannot exceed the scope of the basic 
application, but can be “equivalent or fall within the scope of” the 
goods or services in the basic application
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The Advantages

• Costs:
One “application” may cover up to 125 countries / regions
A: Some countries require second payment of official fees;

Fees must be paid with WIPO

• Easy Handling:
- Limitations, Restrictions, Assignments, Renewals may be filed

with one Office
- All forms are available online at:

http://www.wipo.int/madrid/en/forms/

A: special requirements for maintenance in the US, Philippines, 
Mexico
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Dr. Kunz-Hallstein mail@kunz-hallstein.com

The Advantages

• Multi-class registrations in countries which normally allow single
class applications only

• Subsequent designations
A: Brazil, Estonia, Namibia, India, Philippines: no subsequent

designations for international registrations which were registered 
prior to the accession of the designated country

• Recordal of Licenses with WIPO
A: The recordal with WIPO is not effective in some jurisdictions,

especially China, India, Japan, Mexico, Republic of Korea, 
Russian Federation, Singapore (and others)

• Tacit acceptance
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Dr. Kunz-Hallstein mail@kunz-hallstein.com

The Disadvantages

• Dependence – for 5 years any limitation or cancellation of the basic
application or registration affects the International Registration (IR)

• Central Attack

• Successful opposition or cancellation of the basic registration cancels the
IR

• Option of transforming the IR into national registrations (keeps priority,
but wipes out any cost savings)

A: Transformation only available in case the cancellation took 
place upon the request by the office of origin

A: Transformation to be filed with the national office

• Limited scope of protection due to US national law (more stringent
requirements regarding identification of goods and services)
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Dr. Kunz-Hallstein mail@kunz-hallstein.com

The Disadvantages

• Limitations on Assignment – can only be assigned to a party that meets the 
requirements for owning a Madrid Protocol registration

• Enforcement – evidence of registration may be more difficult to obtain 
(certified copies, translations)

• Not all representations of a trademark are acceptable
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How does it work

• Application must be filed with the national trademark Office

• When WIPO receives the application from the PTO, it conducts a formal
examination of the application - as to name and address, quality of mark
image, payment of fee, designation of at least one member, classification of
goods and services

• If no objection, mark is published and IR issues approximately 3 months after
filing – signifies only compliance with WIPO’s formal requirements

• 9 month deadline starting from publication to correct errors

• If WIPO has objections, it will issue a Notice of Irregularity.
• Description of goods or services
• Classification of goods or services
• Insufficiency of fees

• Respond to the Notice of Irregularity through the PTO in most instances

• Allow time for the PTO to forward the response to WIPO before the deadline
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How does it work

• When WIPO issues the IR, it notifies the designated Contracting Parties

• Each designated party will conduct a substantive examination of the
designation according to its own rules and process

• Notification of Provisional Refusal – from a designated Office to WIPO,
WIPO sends to applicant

• Great variation in how refusals are handled by individual countries – time and
requirements for response vary considerably

• Even if local counsel not required, may be helpful to engage
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Common Errors

• email:
When indicating the email in the application form, use an address that is
unlikely to change

• Deadlines:
In some countries, deadlines are not extendable and the original documents
necessary for the reply, especially POA, must be presented within the
deadline

• Reply to Irregularity Notices by WIPO:
Mainly to be filed through the Office of Origin and not directly with WIPO

• By contrast, a reply to a Refusal must be filed with the designated national or
regional Office and not with WIPO
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International Enforcement of 
Trademarks

• UK and common law countries
–As long as trademark has been used in the

common law jurisdiction, the adoption of similar
mark for same or closely related goods can be
actionable.

–Passing off claim is separate claim not dependent
on registration, similar to Lanham Act 43(a) claim.

• Civil law countries
–Most require trademark registration to bring

infringement action, but many also provide rights to
owners of famous marks
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Future Enforcement Is Factor In 
Selecting Where To Register

Dr. Kunz-Hallstein mail@kunz-hallstein.com 27

General Rule: 

• In European countries and common law jurisdictions,
redress can be available if someone has
misappropriated your mark for same goods even if
your mark is not registered/famous.  However, for
many EU countries, bad faith is often required, which
can be quite challenging to show as the mere
knowledge of a prior right may not be sufficient.

• South America, China and Far East:  much higher risk
that you will not have recourse against prior local user
absent a registration or fame claim.



Infringement Detection 
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• Early detection is most effective tool against infringers

• Many vendors offer international watch services
–Typically limited to application or registration watch.
–Need to rely on local counsel for more common law

watching.

• Your consumers and employees - overlooked asset in
the enforcement process

• Do your licensees take reporting duty seriously?

• Incentivize customers to report infringement.



Evaluating Infringements 
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• Even major brands cannot possibly sue every
infringer

• Duty to enforce mark vs. duty to prevent harm to
brand.

• Contacting infringer without follow-up is usually worse
than having no record of infringement

• Warning letter in lieu of cease and desist

• Opposition proceedings can be far more effective as
many jurisdictions will give legal effect to favorable
decisions and can be used to extract favorable prior
rights agreements



Enforcement Considerations 
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• Trademark rights are territorial - Leave “moral
indignation” at home

• Is your client’s mark subject to non-use cancellation?
–Should that risk deter enforcement action?
–Consider creative ways to create “use”

• Identify each country in play before taking action
–Two companies fighting over brand in UK and

Germany (national) vs. Germany and France (EU)

• Keeping register clear vs. Stopping infringements
–Civil law vs. common law perspective



Enforcement Considerations 

• Recommend having local counsel send demand letters
• Selecting foreign counsel

- Costs
- Conflicts
- Different perspective on “proactive” advice
- Change in enforcement policies

• Cultural perspectives
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